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BLOCKCHAIN OVERVIEW
All components related to Bitelectroneum blockchain platform will run on the
Ethereum network.
There are two co-dependent facilitators of all interactions on the blockchain
detailed below:
Smart Contracts and the Bitectroneum token.
Ethereum is different from Bitcoin because it allows you to create smart contracts
that can be described as highly programmable digital money. Contrary to many
other cryptocurrencies, Ethereum is not only a network for the exchange of
monetary value but a network to run contracts based on Ethereum.
These contracts can be used safely to perform a large number of operations:
electoral systems, registration of domain names, financial markets, crowdfunding platforms, intellectual property, etc.
Bitelecrroneum reserves the right to use one or more blockchains within its
project. This will allow us to
be totally decentralized without depending on a single technology.
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ABOUT BITELECTRONEUM (BETN) TOKEN
Bitelectroneum token is a store of value built on the Ethereum blockchain with a
unique deflationary features; which will be used to bring about it users records
around the globe, to store series of data's and to keep intensive history of all
blockchain technology in the past and also in making.

DEFLATIONARY
Whenever BETN is transferred, 1% of the total amount will automatically burned
due to its deflationary features.

WHY BITELECTRONEUM?
We built a platform for the history of cryptocurrency. A description of the token
commercialization (product interaction with economy and technical provisions of
commercialization):
The means of assessing all the above listed futures will be leverage on our token
(Bitelectroneum) and also to make sure it is well protected with a secure web
accumulating history.
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TOKEN INFORMATION
The Bitelectroneum (BETN) Token will be used as currency within our
platform, and will therefore be used for donations, purchases. Using the
Ethereum blockchain, our community will be able to receive payments safely
and quickly, thus eliminating the annoying problems and slowness of
the fiat currencies.
Term of token sale: 30 days with the possibility of an automatic early
completion in pursuing the final goals of donation.
Commitments: CEO & Dev wallets will be lock 1 year- Advisors wallets will
be lock 3 months
Symbol: BETN
Initial Value: 1 ETH = 1,000
Decimal: 18
Type: ERC20 (1% burn from the total supply)
Total Supply: 5,000,000
Smart Contract:
https://etherscan.io/token/0xb83d46598d61a98eddaddc33ed4adaa0ed496907
Bitelectroneum is a long term project, all our calculations have been made in
order to guarantee an “uninterrupted” production flow, (all this regardless
of the various market fluctuations).
Our token will be essential for:
• Making a donation
• Purchasing a song
• Royalty Payouts
. It will be used as means of payment on the cryptology research system.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Up till date, cryptocurrency has yet to gain mainstream adoption. The barriers to
mass market adoption will be eliminated when become embedded into everyday
commerce.

One of the major problem of blockchain technology is fast and low fee or zero
translation, the fact that it literally easier to commemorate on the issue of
transaction has become more tense these days.

Another issue is building intensive career opportunity on blockchain technology, I
believe with the level of people coming in, to adapt digital asset a
means of update and records should be kept fast.

It is difficult to find a dapp app for digital asset downloading and it has been a
serious problem for decades.
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A PROPOSED SOLUTION
After all said and done, Bitelectroneum (BETN) is set to bring about zero fee
transaction trading, also to communicate in a short terms of blocks; is the
reading of accurate data.

BETN token is set to bring about it users records around the globe and also to
store series of data's to keep and intensive history of all blockchain
technology in the past and also in making.

The means of assessing all the above listed futures will be leverage on our
token (Bitelectroneum) and also to make sure it is well protected with a secure
web accumulating history.

A description of the token commercialization (product interaction with economy
and technical provisions of commercialization):

Our major focus is how to create a fast means of transaction with or without
fee.
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ROADMAP

JULY 2019

AUGUST 2019

AIRDROP DONATIONS
(PHASE 1; 1,000,000 TOKENS:
JULY 15TH - 21ST, 2019)

- AIRDROP ENDS
- LISTING ON EXCHANGES

(PHASE 2; 500,000 TOKENS:
JULY 22ND - 31ST, 2019)

(NOVEMBER 2019)

(FEBRUARY 2020)

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT KIT
FOR INTEGRATIONS

LAUNCH OF BETN
WALLET FOR IOS AND
ANDROID

2020
(NOVEMBER 2020)
DELIVERY PHASE 2 OF BETN
MERCHANT ADOPTION
PROCESS

(JUNE 2020)

BETN PAYMENT SOLUTIONS
DELIVERY PHASE 1 OF BETN
MERCHANT ADOPTION PROCESS

2021
(MAY 2021)

LAUNCH OF BETN
DEBIT CARD SOLUTIONS
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Project Reserve
15%

Airdrop/Swapping
55%

Advisor
10%

Partnership
5%
Team
15%

Total Supply - 5,000,000 BETN
Project Reserve - 15%
Reserve funds are kept to meet the expenses such as legal fees, compliance
costs, operational expenses etc to ensure that the plans to build and grow
Bitelectroneum payment solution do not hit any roadblock.
Partnerships - 5%
This fund will be reserved for strategic partners who will help in adoption and
growth of the Bitelectroneum payment solution. This may include
companies/developers building new services that will add value to the system;
organisations that will facilitate adoption by bringing in new users;
exchanges/wallets that will increase the availability of the tokens etc.
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DISCLAIMER
The bitelectroneum tokens being giving out inform of a donation; a functional part
of the blockchain driven music distribution platform described herein.
The bitelectroneum tokens are neither designed nor expected by us to increase in
value over time. Bitelectroneum tokens are not intended by bitelectroneum to be
an “investment opportunity” of any kind and should not be perceived as one by
purchaser. They are not intended to be treated as a “security” in any jurisdiction
and, by purchasing tokens, you acknowledge this position.
Moreover, this white paper is provided "as is" with no representations and
warranties, express or implied, whatsoever, including, but not limited to:
(i) warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title or noninfringement; (ii) that the contents of this white paper is free from error or
suitable for any purpose; and (iii) that such contents will not infringe third-party
rights. All warranties are expressly disclaimed.
Under no circumstances will bitelectroneum or its affiliates be liable to any
person, entity, partners, partner’s customer or end-users for any consequential,
incidental, direct, indirect, special or punitive damages, including without
limitation damages for lost profits, revenues, lost business or loss of use of
products whether or not bitelecteoneum has advised it in this white paper or any
of the content contained herein, that such damages will or may occur, and
whether such damages are claimed based on breach of contract, negligence,
strict liability in tort or any other legal or equitable theory. No action regardless of
form, arising out of this white paper may be brought against Bitelectroneum.
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ZERO FREE TRADING
A monochromatic dapp system of sending and dating of information.
The use of Bitelectroneum (BETN) token in accessing current and past details
of existing project.
It will also serve as terms of payment among members.
A product of dapp monopoly system...
BETN will help new users break out of the closedloop fiefdoms and encourage
innovators to develop innovative blockchain services, including credit.
BETN tokens’ much lower transaction fees eliminate overdraft fees because
over-drafting funds on the blockchain is impossible.
BETN token will allow citizens to leverage a peerto-peer banking economy
where everyone has complete control of his/her assets in hand.
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